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General Rules for Goods Transportation to Iraq 

Our rates include the used container costs where expressly specified, the positioning of the containers in the 

shipping warehouse with loading & stowage at the exporter's care & cost, unless otherwise agreed; 
transport to the port; export customs formalities; loading on board; seafreight; discharging at the transit 

port; re-loading on vessels or trucks for the transport & delivery until FOT (Free On Truck) final destination 
in Iraq, unloaded, uncleared, unless otherwise agreed, exclusively for civilian, governmental sites and not 

military sites, for which a different valuation is required. 

For an estimate enquiry to be processed, we request our Customers to provide the receiver's name, along 
with the value of the goods and the number or the copy of the Contract. Our rates do not include the import 
Customs duties & taxes, the demurrage charges at the transit port after statutory free-time, the demurrage 

charges at the entry points and the demurrage charges at the receiver's warehouse (free-time for both 24 

hours), the major costs for off-loading of cargo at the receiver's warehouse, (lifting equipments hire, labour 
and armed escorts when/if requested by the receiver), eventual route diversions not previously agreed . 

All shipments destined for Iraq are subject to a tax called "Rebuild Iraq Fee" which will be charged to the 
exporter's account and equals 5% of the invoice value. R.I.F. might even be calculated on the goods' 

statistical value, at Iraqi Customs Authority’s discretion. If the receiver is a government institute or the 
goods are included in the  R.I.F. exempted goods list, the receiver may provide the so-called Levy Exemption 

Letter confirmed by the Customs Department (see encl 1 RIF), in order to exempt goods from this tax. Copy 
of this letter must be produced to us at the time of shipment booking or, at the latest, before the containers 

are transferred from the transit ports of Aqaba, Mersin, Lattakia or Umm Qaser. In addition to the above, 
the contracted shipping terms are normally and unilaterally understood as DDP (Door Delivery Paid) and 

this implies the payment of import customs taxes (still for the exporter’s account), unless an exemption 

letter, issued by the Customs Department and confirming the inquiry made by the Iraqi receiver for the 
exemption of these import taxes, is produced.  

We decline any responsibility for the lack of these two exemption letters and all charges incurred at the Iraqi 
borders, will be debited to the shipper. This is a crucial condition: we deeply ask that particular attention is 

paid to this very important issue and we are at our Customers’ disposal for any further clarification required. 

The insurance for the goods must be provided by us, because of the transport documents produced. 

Presently the insurance includes war risks, strikes, riots & civil commotions from the in-transit and/or 
discharge ports to the Iraqi Borders. Once the border is crossed, the war risk clause immediately ceases 

since no Insurance Company nowadays agrees to cover this kind of risk (within Iraqi territory). The 
insurance costs, to be agreed on the basis of individual estimates, fluctuate because the conditions may 

vary and the insurance coverage may be interrupted at any time, temporarily or definitively, with or without 
notice. 

Our tariffs are based on actual safety conditions, rules and road accessibility within Iraq. Force-majeure 
causes may interrupt transport service, temporarily or definitively, at any time, with or without notice. Any 

change in respect of  road safety and accessibility may be reflected in our tariff even during its validity, with 
or without notice 
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